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AUTOMATED 
Centage integrates with Oracle NetSuite to automate 
the secure exchange of financial information between 
your General Ledger and Planning Maestro. Connecting 
to your GL transaction data enables ongoing actuals 
vs. budget comparisons and accurate forecasts, while 
eliminating the potential for data entry errors and 
duplicated information.

EASY TO CONFIGURE 
Driver-based budgets and plans become very easy to 
build and manipulate. Using current data from Oracle 
NetSuite lets you easily compare actuals to budget  
as often as you like. Planning Maestro’s intuitive  
‘self-serve’ reports and dashboards show you how well 
your business is performing today, while  
automated forecasts help you accurately  
predict future financial health.

QUICK TO DEPLOY 
Centage’s data integrations are designed for fast,  
easy implementation. The system guides you  
through loading the essential data that describes your  
business – all based on real language prompts, wizards, 
preformatted templates and menus. No programming 
or formulas are necessary to upload data from Oracle 
NetSuite for use in budgeting, planning, forecasting  
and reporting.

KEY BENEFITS:
} Requires minimal IT support
}  Saves hours of work duplicating 

information
}  Eliminates data entry caused by manual 

data transfers
}  Enables you to compare actuals data to 

budget without cutting and pasting
}   Ensures complete data integrity 
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CENTAGE’S INTEGRATION WITH ORACLE  
NETSUITE ALLOWS YOU TO: 
}  Import your chart of accounts and structures 

ensuring all your accounts are accurately reflected 
in Planning Maestro

}  Import actual G/L transactions to jump start your 
budgeting process

}  Eliminate the manual process to export accounts 
and trial balance to Excel for consolidation

}  Do a quick and easy upload of account summary to 
compare to plan, budget, forecast or any scenario 
for variance analysis

▶ Driver-Based Plans
▶ Accurate Budget vs. Actuals 
▶ Automated Financial Statements
   - Balance Sheet 
   - Cash Flow 
   - Income
▶ Ongoing Forecasts

▶ Accounts
▶ Customers
▶ Departments
▶ Locations
▶ Classes
▶ Subsidiaries

▶ Chart of Accounts
▶ Organizational Heirarchy
▶ Trial Balance
▶ Account Transactions

DIMENSIONS

CONNECT MODEL DEPLOY

DATA
INTEGRATORS

BUDGET, FORECAST
ANALYZE, REPORT
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